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ABSTRACT 
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Emergency Vehicle plays an important role when there is emergency situation in the 
area. And it is necessary to reach destination as soon as possible to save lives. Preemp-
tion techniques for emergency vehicles in high volume traffic were examined and it was 
found out that there is no tool for signal controller for Emergency Vehicle preemption. 
So the goal was to design signal controller which helps Emergency Vehicle to get green 
light throughout its travel time. 

This thesis solves the problem of selecting appropriate preemption technique and de-
signing algorithm for preemption of Emergency Vehicle in high traffic volumes. Tool 
was created using PTV VISSIM for optimized traffic signal controller. Results can be 
saved as a text file which can be imported to excel for measurements and plotting graph 
values. 

The tool was tested providing different road and environment conditions and results 
were collected. The average travel time of Emergency Vehicle in network is improved 
up to 2 seconds per signal using optimized traffic signals. In this thesis, Emergency ve-
hicles can reach their final stop 8.1 seconds early using this setup. As in emergency sit-
uations every second counts so 2 seconds per traffic light is a huge improvement and it 
means, a lot of time can be saved by implementing this method in normal traffic on 
roads. Furthermore results were collected for total travel time, queue length and queue 
counter, speed and acceleration of vehicles in network, delay and stop time of vehicles. 
The tool was tested for challenging environment like peak road traffic, congestion at 
intersection and it succeeded in finding the solution for preemption of Emergency Vehi-
cle. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Thesis is divided into different chapters like introduction of thesis and problem, its 
background and various methods used in solving this problem that is road clearance for 
Emergency Vehicles. Many already existing methods will be discussed and the most 
suitable one is to be selected and extended with some modifications. This will be the 
part of chapter approach. In implementation, there will be explanation regarding ap-
proach implementation using different techniques and related methods for problem 
solving. After implementation, results and simulations are discussed. There will be a 
small general discussion about results, simulations and implementation. The last chapter 
will cover conclusions with possible future opportunities. 

1.1 Motivation 

Modern road networks ensure safety for motorists and pedestrians. However, around 
30% to 60% of all injury accidents occur at intersection [34]. Road accidents and emer-
gency situations have made emergency vehicles important subjects in daily life. There 
are several incidents occurring every day and EV has to respond and reach in time with 
minimal delay. The path and route they follow must be clear so that they do not have to 
stay in lane and wait for the traffic. There are various existing preemption techniques, 
but most of them have some limitations in implementation. Some have very short range 
to cover traffic flow data at congestion, some components get damage due to environ-
mental conditions. The best available preemption method can be selected and then con-
nected with fastest communication module like GPS. This will improve the smooth flow 
and update information availability for EV to follow. And if some accident happens on 
the way to destination, an alternate path can be selected with low traffic flow. 

The working environment of this thesis is PTC Vissim [27]. Since Vissim is the sim-
plest microscopic simulation tool for city traffic modeling and it requires two inputs, 
Street Network (Maps) and Traffic demand. Vissim is able to connect to other softwares 
and it is possible to import and export it to connect to different traffic simulation mod-
ules. Other simulation tools utilize vehicle speed to obtain exact location and create co-
ordinates accordingly while Vissim uses driver behavior model for data collection. The 
vehicles in the network are assigned a driver whose characteristics can be changed ac-
cording to need [26]. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

Traffic and road accidents are one of the most crucial problems the world is facing now 
days. Over speeding, negligence while driving and high congestion on the road results 
in loss of precious human lives. Emergency vehicles are responsible to respond and 
reach at accident sight. The main problem for this thesis work is to find the best 
preemption technique and develop an algorithm that can minimize traveling time for 
Emergency vehicles and provide information to select shortest path to avoid traffic. 

 Traffic lights at road intersections are the main obstacles for EV at time of congestion 
on roads. An algorithm is required, that provides information about vehicles at intersec-
tion, congestion on the road and number of traffic lights. Then allocate emergency vehi-
cle a green light to reach its final point in shortest possible interval. 

1.3 Hypothesis for Research 

By selecting efficient and optimized preemption method and developing an algorithm 
for EV preemption in congestion areas, it is possible to solve the traffic congestion 
problem for EV. When this problem is solved, the EV can perform better and can corre-
spond to emergency calls more efficiently. By selecting the best preemption method, it 
is possible to avoid time consuming routes and by selecting variable traffic signal algo-
rithm, it is possible to respond to emergency situations more quickly. Creating and shar-
ing the solution built in PTV VISSIM and Net Logo, it is possible to make EV travel 
path simpler, efficient and time friendly. 

1.4 Objective 

The main goal of this thesis is to solve traffic congestion problem and develop opti-
mized algorithm which can provide green light for EV in need of emergency.  The solu-
tions should be general and easy to use so that it can be used for further development. 
The final result may end up in producing different source codes, algorithm, simulations 
and most efficient preemption method. 

1.5 Limitations 

There is no limitation of programming language in this thesis. Some algorithm in this 
thesis is written using VisVap logic and some are implemented using Vissim built in 
functions. 
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2 BACKGROUND 

 This chapter focuses on emergency vehicles, their types and technologies being used. 
This chapter highlights selecting best preemption technique and methods. Technology 
has always played an important role in development of many systems. With the passage 
of time, new methods and technologies were invented to benefit human beings. With 
new technology, safety is becoming one of the most important concerns. When it comes 
to safety, Emergency vehicles are known as one of the most important elements. It in-
cludes ambulance, police vehicles and fire trucks. They are mostly operated in high 
congestion levels which result in delay to reach in scene of incident or fire. 

 As vehicles on the roads are increasing worldwide, traffic density and delay times are 
emerging as one of the biggest problem [1]. Considering the traffic issues, a lot of re-
search work is going on in Intelligent Transportation system (ITS). Another concern is 
avoiding the crowded place in the path which can cause delay in reaching destiny. The 
efficient solution developed to avoid these problems is preemption technique. In 
preemption, vehicles are detected by sensors which are installed at intersections. And 
they transmit the data to provide Emergency Vehicle green light until the vehicle is 
passed through traffic [2]. Due to high traffic on the roads there are a lot of accidents 
and delay so the safety of emergency vehicles can be make possible using Emergency 
vehicle preemption (EVP) technique [3]. 

 

2.1 Background  

Emergency vehicles have to do tough job in emergency incidents. They have to respond 
to emergency call and reach their destination as soon as possible. Fire trucks, ambulanc-
es and police vehicles are typical examples of emergency vehicles. Advancements and 
research to reduce traffic incidents lead to various useful techniques which are consid-
ered one of the latest technologies. Intelligent transportation system (ITS) is one exam-
ple of modern technology and signalized preemption technique is the result of ad-
vancement in ITS. Intelligent transport system is road management system, which is 
responsible for all kind of traffic safety and investing in methods which help in mini-
mizing energy consumption by on road traffic. 
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2.2 Emergency vehicle preemption (EVP) 

 EVP is  specially designed for emergency vehicles by prioritizing and providing green 
light when they approach traffic signal and red light to other traffic [4].There are many 
EVP technologies which are being used and implemented like light based, sound based, 
infrared based, GPS based and radio based. A signal preemption system can decrease 
the response time of EV once it approaches. Preemption at signal helps emergency ve-
hicles to pass through congestive intersection quickly to act faster to emergency call. 
Preemption is applicable only when emergency vehicle have to reach far place and cov-
er some distance [5]. Preemption signal provides priority and safety on high speed 
roadways where EV wants to enter intersection from normal road. 

The main focus of preemption signal is fire trucks and ambulance. The preference to 
emergency vehicles is given by interrupting the normal traffic, so sometimes it takes 
much time or delay the normal recovery time for the traffic in peak hours. The majority 
of traffic signal preemption system for emergency vehicles use transmit device which is 
mounted on vehicle and receiver at traffic signal [6]. The receiver receives the transmit-
ted signals from approaching EV and forwards it to controller to favor the signal for 
emergency vehicle. The receiving technique includes siren, strobe light, radio signals 
and GPS system. So adopting the preemption technology can create a huge difference in 
safety, road traffic control and quick response to emergency conditions. 

2.3  EVP systems and their working 

Emergency vehicle preemption interrupts regular signal system and gives priority to 
emergency vehicle with minimum delay [7]. A signal from emergency vehicle is sent to 
the detector which interacts with the controller of traffic system so that the traffic lights 
can be changed for emergency vehicle. There are various approaches of implementing 
preemption systems which include 

a) Line of sight systems uses infrared signal which acts as warning light [8]. Then 
emergency vehicle emits visible light flashes at specified frequency which is 
compatible with traffic light receiver. Signal is received by traffic light and 
preemption request is forward to signal controller and the lights are changed ac-
cordingly. 

b) In systems based on sound, the siren of approaching vehicle acts as emitter [9]. 
The traffic light has microphone and processing unit which captures waveform. 
It can detect the siren. The microphone can detect the siren waveform and once 
it is detectible, it is sent to controller as preemption request and the action is tak-
en accordingly. 

c) GPS based system requires communication and different equipments to trace lo-
cation, approaching direction and velocity of emergency vehicle. This infor-
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mation can be used in deciding which traffic light to be considered for preemp-
tion. 

d) Radio based preempted technique is suitable for short ranges. It uses directional 
antennas which are mounted on both emergency vehicle and traffic light receiv-
ers. As soon as the radio signal and approaching direction of travel is recorded, 
preemption request is being sent to controller and the action is taken accordingly 
giving preference to emergency vehicle. 

e) System based on Sensor controls switching operation of light using some algo-
rithm. The vehicle is equipped with sensors which perform the preemption oper-
ation for emergency vehicle. 
 
Below is the Table 1 defining the difference and properties of each preemption 
techniques [10]. 

 

 

Table 1 Comparison of different preemption technologies 

 

There are different factors which can affect the preemption systems so they should be 
considered while implementing. 

2.4 Available Preemption Technologies 

There is much research going on how to make preemption technologies more efficient 
and better so some of the important methodologies and solutions are discussed below. 
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2.4.1 Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) 

WSN has many application areas like health care monitoring, weather monitoring, mili-
tary automation etc [11]. It can be used in traffic monitoring system to collect infor-
mation about incoming traffic, traffic volume on that specific road and traffic volume 
during hours. The sensor network has two types of sensors in it 

 Intrusive type 
 Non intrusive type 

Intrusive sensors are placed under the road surface to record traffic volume at signal and 
they work like metal detectors. The non intrusive ones are used along the roads and in-
clude acoustic sensor and video image processing sensors. Their main purpose is to rec-
ord the exact amount of vehicles waiting at intersection. 

These sensors are small in size and works on low energy consumption. They work on 
solar energy for the day time and in fog and cloudy season, they work on battery. 

 

Figure 1: Sensor node Architecture [11] 

When the emergency vehicle passes by, the sensors which are installed along the road 
detect approaching vehicle, it passes the information to next intersection that the emer-
gency vehicle is approaching so clear the traffic signal. Sensors which are placed at 
Road side have variable sound detection capability to differentiate between the sounds 
coming from many emergency vehicles. This property helps to differentiate emergency 
vehicles from ordinary vehicles and then the sensors trigger event. 
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Figure 2: Vehicle passing by sensor [11] 

Now if there are many emergency vehicles at intersection, the preference will be given 
according to first come first serve basis. The side from where the first trigger event is 
received will be given priority. 

2.4.2  GPS Based Preemption Control System 

The main components being used in the system are transmitter, receiver, controller, road 
routing system and pressure sensors. In case of emergency the preemption system is 
activated and the position of EV is detected when the driver inputs the destination ad-
dress. The shortest path is selected for the particular route and traffic lights are being 
controlled.  

The messages are transferred and they contain the information about the EV velocity, its 
longitude and latitude.  There is also information about the traffic lights in the way and 
their longitude and latitude. The message is encapsulated in to text form and the mes-
sage is sent to the desires traffic lights for the action. 

A microcontroller and GSM modem is connected to traffic light that receives exact po-
sition information and responds accordingly.  To do that, traffic light calculates two 
quantities which are Time to arrive (TTA) and critical time (CT). 

Main flowchart of the system is given below. 
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                                       Figure 3: Function design flow chart [12]  

The TTA and CT are calculated and compared. Then the action is taken according to the 
situation. The traffic lights have various amount of sensors at intersection to calculate 
total number of vehicles, this information helps vehicles to change their state from 
ready to moving state. As soon as the path is selected, the address of EV is sent to traf-
fic lights and its position is being checked. If EV is close by then preemption is done 
unless it passes intersection and after its passage, normal traffic routine is returned. 

2.4.3 Fast Emergency Preemption Systems (FAST) 

Fast emergency preemption system operates emergency vehicles by using two way 
communicating characteristic of infrared beams. The system allows smooth and safe 
operation of emergency vehicles using signal priority for emergency vehicle.  Safety 
Messages to alert other vehicles which are approaching and guiding the emergency ve-
hicles for the routes they follow it is one of the important structures which can com-
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municate in both ways. These are basically installed at the road corner and its salient 
features are 

1. It has multifunction capability for collecting and providing traffic information 
2. It has size of 3.5 meter * 3.7 meters for two way communications between vehi-

cle and beacon. 
3. It permits per lane communication too like straight, left and right. 

The figure for the system described above is represented below. 

 

Figure 4: System Structure [13] 

2.4.4 Infrared Receiver System 

Emergency vehicles preemption (EVP) devices help EV in reducing response time and 
increasing safety [14]. In collier, all the traffic is following ITS. EVP device consists of 
two main parts the infrared receiver and confirmation beacon (white light). It can be 
seen in figure below 
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Figure 5: Preemption Components [14] 

Fire and ambulance vehicles are equipped with infrared emitter and emergency response 
teams control the traffic lights accordingly. This preemption technique can affect the 
remaining traffic but thanks to intelligent transportation system (ITS), which helps traf-
fic operation to its normal routine with no delay.     

2.4.5 Differential GPS System 

Common approach is to provide the apparatus on EV which transmits emergency signal 
and is received by receiver installed at traffic signals. It acts accordingly and preemption 
signal is activated upon request. These systems require installation of sensors to deter-
mine traffic flow and congestion at intersections which are expensive to maintain. The 
main difficulty is determining the arrival of EV at intersection because preemption can-
not be activated earlier or later. 

So the new system is designed to accurately inform about EV arrival and control of traf-
fic signals accordingly [16].The system includes traffic signal subsystem and a vehicle 
subsystem. The working of differential GPS is most important here. It receives the sig-
nals from vehicle and transmits. While again receives the real time signals of approach-
ing vehicle and transmits to intersection computer to preempt request. It is known for 
more accuracy and better result as compared to normal GPS. 
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The schematic figure of the process is shown below 

 

Figure 6: working sequence [16] 

 

When the vehicle is approaching, the velocity and travelling route is calculated and as 
soon as the vehicle is at preemption point, the controllers are switched to preemption 
mode. As vehicle pass through intersection, the normal mode is activated. 

2.4.6 Warning System  

One of the problems is that surrounding vehicles are not aware of EV arrival. They 
slowed down and stuck in traffic at street intersections which causes delay. Another 
issue is people listening to high volume radio in car and cannot hear EV. 
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Considering the above problems, the following system is designed to reduce delay and 
informing surrounding vehicles on possibly arrival of EV. 

A system on approaching emergency vehicle with following equipments 

i. Transmitter 
ii. Receiver 

iii.  An audio and visual indicator. 

The transmitter is used to activate receiver which is affixed near traffic signals to audi-
bly and visually warn vehicles that EV is arriving and clear the path. Additionally a ra-
dio signal transmitter is also adopted in EV to broadcast an emergency siren signal over 
receiver. The transmit broadband is of AM and FM frequencies which will broadcast on 
radios to give warning. 

The receiver also activates and deactivates audible and visual indicator. It also deac-
tivates indicator when EV is moving away. 

 

Figure 7: Intersection with approaching EV [17] 

                        

2.4.7 GIS Based System 

The details of this system are explained as below 
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GIS subsystem 

It is a computer based information system which enables modeling, analysis and presen-
tation of geographic data.GIS provides integration of various applications like display-
ing map, attribute data and perform spatial task. It also offers tools to find shortest 
path.GIS helps emergency response considering the following situations [18] 

 Identifying emergency call location 
 Provide dispatchers all information 
 Determine the quickest route 
 Analyzing incident volumes 

 

Positioning system 

GPS is the most reliable tool to determine position. It is important to determine the 
position of incident so that EV can reach to exact location without any problem. It 
provides approximate information about time to reach destination. 

Communication system 

This unique system helps in establishing communication link between vehicle and 
dispatcher. It includes sending and receiving data to/from vehicle. The vehicle data 
transmitted through communication system includes current position, progress along 
planned route and all necessary information. 

 

The above system can be explained using following figure 

 

Figure 8: working System [18] 
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2.4.8 Collision Avoidance System 

There are many ways to inform the arrival of EV like sirens, horns [19] and audible 
signals etc. when there are two or more vehicles are at intersections, these techniques 
are not efficient and reliable. To resolve this issue, traffic collision avoidance system is 
introduced to make working of EV more efficient and useful. 

This system includes plural Emergency Vehicles and each vehicle has device to deter-
mine direction of travel. EV is also equipped with transceivers to transmit the direction 
signals and receive the direction signals of other EV around. Each vehicle has direction 
vectors for their path which helps to avoid collision. 

Following figure explains the situation well. 

 

Figure 9: Intersection Environment [19] 

 

The equipment is installed in EV and each EV can interact with another EV nearby to 
inform about the preempt traffic signal. The directional vectors are displayed on screen 
of EV which helps in locating nearby EV and interact with it if necessary. 
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2.4.9 Improved Warning Signals System 

The warning signals or signs in EV can be improved to make Vehicle more visible to 
passengers and surrounding people [20]. The light colors include lime and yellow can 
be more helpful in visibility of EV. It was studied and the results proved that lime yel-
low has more visibility effect then red or any other. And secondly to overcome the 
noise, the sound system must be loud so that it can be heard inside the vehicle too. 

2.5 Other Approaches 

There are many other methods and technologies which are implemented to reduce the 
travel time for EV in road traffic congestion. They are discussed below 

2.5.1 Fuzzy Control 

One approach is using fuzzy control with TMS (Traffic Management System) to speed 
up EV by avoiding maximum obstacles in their way. Output of fuzzy control and emer-
gency response plane by EV are two critical factors that need to be considered. The 
simulations are carried out to show the improved less travel time for EV while keeping 
the non emergency vehicle load steady on road. The traffic conditions are acquired from 
road network and passed to fuzzy controller which gives a value which is sent to ERP to 
plan action for EV [22]. 

 

Figure 10: TMS structure for Emergency vehicle [22] 

 

2.5.2 Emergency Vehicle Signaling Using VANETS 

VANET (Vehicular ad hoc network) is used for communication and it is advance appli-
cation which can improve safety and optimize road traffic to provide intelligent 
transport system.  Main criteria are signaling to nearest traffic light so that green signal 
is achieved. Information like GPS position and so on can also be sent to other vehicles 
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to establish Vehicle to Vehicle communication. The main aim is to provide green signal 
to EV throughout route [23]. 

2.5.3 Simulation and Modeling Using CORSIM 

Due to development in technology, many new softwares and modules are used to moni-
tor traffic congestion, EV travel route and emergency responses. The unique quality of 
this software is building information transfer between Emergency Vehicle and POV 
(private owned vehicles).Driving behavior and control systems are simulated and it is 
successfully implemented in London and Virginia. The main finding is improving the 
travel time of EV in critical situations [24]. The figure below represents the values used 
in this technology 

 

Figure 11: EV related system Enhancement [24] 

 

2.5.4 Agent Based Simulations for Designing Control Systems 

This is the approach which can be used as extending work in this thesis. The platform 
used in this technique is Net Logo with multi agents. The distributed control system is 
designed to facilitate the arrival of emergency vehicles at accident sights. The software 
Net Logo has simple programming language and graphic interface to use and simulate 
the results to see real time traffic at intersections and planning the routes of EV accord-
ingly. Many emergency vehicles like police, fire brigade and ambulance can be operated 
through this network and priority can be selected by considering the type of emergency 
situation. The figure of network with multi agents is given below [25]. 
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Figure 12: ABMS view [25] 

2.5.5 Multimode Traffic Flow Using VISSIM 

Vissim traffic simulation is developed by PTV group [26], a German group to improve 
the transportation, analyzing transportation priority schemes and data collection from 
different vehicles. The complex geometries can be developed easily using links and 
connectors. Vehicle characteristics and driver attributes makes it more interesting. Fur-
thermore it provides large number of interfaces, which can be integrated with other sys-
tems for signal controlling, traffic volume management and carbon emission models. 
This is considered as one of the powerful tools for evaluation and planning of urban and 
non urban vehicles. It can generate detailed 3D simulations of even a complex design. 

 

Figure 13: Vissim software [26] 
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Now it is easy to think of any complex design and implement it using Vissim. Its fast 
compilation and most advanced built in features help in development of models easily. 
This tool is used in this thesis because of its vast interfaces, geometry building and traf-
fic simulation capabilities. 

2.6 Summary 

 In this chapter, different preemption methods are discussed in depth with their proper-
ties and limitations. Every method has some salient features which other method lacks. 
Thus, it helps in deciding which method is suitable for this thesis considering different 
parameters like cost of implementation, long term advantages, future development and 
competiveness. So after background research, GPS based preemption method is selected 
for this thesis. It is efficient to use, cannot be affected by weather conditions and low 
cost module to be implement with high accuracy rate. Background research also helped 
in discovering new dimensions and scope for future work. 
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3 APPROACH 

Before going in to implementation phase, it is necessary to define working atmosphere, 
methodologies and tools to be used. This chapter focuses on the methods and approach-
es in solving problem. There are several tasks to do before starting implementation like 
Traffic signal control design for emergency vehicles, Data collection for traffic conges-
tion at various selected routes using appropriate tools and algorithm design for signal 
controls. So in this chapter, there is detail description for approach used for problem 
solving. 

3.1 Traffic management for emergency vehicles 

Getting traffic solution from real time traffic data is nearly impossible. The real time 
situations and complex network are those critical factors which make it impossible. 
There is always traffic on the road so we have to construct model to analyze an idea. In 
this chapter, model having intersections and traffic is introduced. The model is con-
structed using tool and later on evaluated and analyzed. Due to vast amount of data, 
particular intersections were selected for data collection and research. 

3.2 Emergency vehicle priority strategy 

The aim in this case is to provide EV green lights throughout its journey. Simple logic is 
used to create an algorithm for emergency vehicles. 

Design the variable type traffic control signal and place the detectors on the road just 
before the stop sign. As long as the detectors do not have any emergency vehicle detect-
ed, the normal traffic flow will continue. But as soon as the emergency vehicle is de-
tected by detectors, it will prioritize it and change the traffic light to green unless the 
vehicle is passed through intersection. 

This is a balanced algorithm which helps both normal traffic and emergency vehicles. If 
more than one emergency vehicle is detected, they both will get the green light and as 
soon as they pass through safe intersection distance, the red light for normal traffic is 
triggered.  

3.3 Work flow 

There are various steps which should be carried out to implement this preemption meth-
od and the flow chart below explains them with details. 
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Figure 14 Work Flow 
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This workflow helps in understanding the steps to build the model from scratch. First of 
all the working environment is selected which in this thesis is PTV VISSIM. After that, 
define the location which is going to be used for implementation preemption. Vissim 
has default map options like Bingo maps and street view maps. The location can be se-
lected from the map and street view can be the best option to view details around select-
ed location. Then define the starting point, end point in the network and build Roads 
and connectors. The roads are simply built using Link function and connectors are used 
as joints in building and extending roads. 

After that the next step is to define the traffic on these roads. The vehicle composition 
can be defined in the network, it defaults has bus, car, tram, bicycles and vans as default 
traffic. As we need to use emergency vehicles in the network, so the models can be 
download from (V3d.ptvamerica.com) and import in network. Then define the type of 
these imported vehicles. We defined these vehicles as emergency vehicles in the net-
work. After defining vehicles types, we have two classes of traffic one is normal and 
second is emergency vehicles. Now define the volume of traffic on each built road 
which means the number of vehicles passing in an hour. 

The next thing is defining the traffic signals in network.  There are two types of signals 
fixed time and variable. Fixed time signals can be built in Vissim while variable time 
signals can be built using VISVAP module and can be imported to Vissim. Variable 
type signals work for both emergency and normal vehicles while fixed time signal only 
works for normal traffic. After defining the fixed type signal, define the signal heads 
which contain information about stop time, start time and duration of red and green light 
etc.  Then write the algorithm in VisVap which is found in Vissim and it is basically a 
logical program like in this thesis it can be detectors detecting EV and changing signals 
accordingly. The VisVap file can be imported to Vissim and it will correspond to varia-
ble type signal. 

Then start the simulation and let it run for couple of minutes so that there are plenty of 
vehicles in the network. Then if the Emergency vehicles are detected in the detectors 
which are placed near the traffic signal, the preemption is activated till the vehicle is 
passed through intersection safely. And if there is no EV detected, the normal traffic 
operation will be carried out. 

The different results can be calculated like travel time, Queue length time, waiting time 
and other parameters. The speed of the vehicles can be defined and controlled too. So 
this is the workflow which is going to be used in the next chapter for implementation. It 
is really flexible and can be extended for further observations and functions. 
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3.4 Traffic Model 

Traffic models are used to define actions that can influence traffic system for analysis of 
efficient methods. They provide insight of complex interactions and help in detection of 
key elements of system. Traffic models use what if logic to analyze output. Simulation 
model for the priority of EV can be made with real traffic data. There is possibility to 
design algorithm for EV which will give priority to it and compare it with normal mod-
el. For Example the model used below consist of different intersections with congestion 
traffic in Hervanta region and it has hospital, emergency centers, start point and end 
points nearby.  

So the traffic model with priority to EV is build, analyzed and compared with normal 
model to see the difference in travel time, delay and route timings of vehicle. 

 

Figure 15: Path selection for EV in Hervanta region 

3.5 Modeling Tool: PTV Vissim 

Vissim is multimode traffic simulation software which is developed by PTV in Germa-
ny [27]. It is well known for its microscopic simulation capability. Many interactions 
like pedestrians, all kind of traffic and vehicles are simulated in one model. It is one of 
the best tools which provide realistic modeling for all users [27].  

It has various application domains like traffic control, signal controlling and optimiza-
tion, transportation planning and urban planning. It provides high accuracy in terms of 
designing. Links and connectors concept helps in mapping a network and model com-
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plex geometries it also allows testing of behavior of autonomous vehicles as cost effec-
tive alternate [26]. The driver behavior and vehicle properties can be changed according 
to real time driving conditions. It allows 2D animations and 3D visualizations to easily 
understand the real time environment. It has various interfaces and can be connected to 
external signal controller like SCOOT, VS plus Lisa+ etc [26]. 

It also allows mapping capability with aerial photographs. It is extendable and suitable 
to pair with different interfaces according to user requirements. In our case, it is useful 
in getting traffic volume information on particular road, intersection and to examine the 
travel time for EV on these roads. It provides detailed geometry of road which others 
lack. 

 

Figure 16: Intersection traffic in Vissim [32]  

Vissim can simulate all complex intersections and signal control systems. The main 
focus is on signalized intersections but it can also be used for unsignalized intersections 
with signs like stop, speed limit and vehicle priority. For EV, it calculates traffic flow, 
vehicles in queue, vehicles volume and travel time for vehicles in network. Data can be 
reported for any point location in network for any intersection, path or entire network. It 
can also be reported for individual vehicle like EV [32]. 

3.5.1 VisVap Module 

VisVap module is used to create algorithm for signalized intersection for EV. VisVap is 
easily usable tool for defining program logic for VAP (vehicle actuated programming) 
signal. During running of PTV Vissim, VAP interprets the logic commands and creates 
signal control commands for PTV Vissim. The control logic for VAP is described in 
text file (.VAP) using simple programming language. The signal data for VAP (.PUA) 
can be exported from Vissig or can be written in txt file. 
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Algorithm for priority of EV is built in PTV VisVap. It is basically a flow chart with 
logics which is then compiled and checked for any possible logic errors. PTV provided 
the thesis license for using this module.  

 

Figure 17: Algorithm implementation in model [35] 

3.6 Input Data 

The traffic flow, peak hour traffic data are the main required inputs in Vissim. The fol-
lowing data is obtained from Vissim to be used in results during model simulation. 

1 Simulation run time (SIMRUN) 

2 Time interval (TIMEINT) 

3 Vehicle travel time measurement (VEHTRVELTIMEMEASUREMENT) 

4 Number of vehicles recorded (VEHS) 

5 Average travel time of vehicles in network (TravTm) 

6 Type of vehicles in network (Vehtype) 

7 Distance Travelled (DISTTRAV) 

8 Delay in network (DELTM) 

9 Vehicles stop at signal (VEHSTP) 

Table 2 Extracted Data from input 
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During peak hour, the traffic flow and queue counter for vehicles in network is different 
as compared to normal timings. The main concern is number of emergency vehicles in 
the network in peak and off peak hours.  

 

3.7 Speed, Acceleration and other parameters 

PTV Vissim tool uses functions to simulate real time driver behavior and do not rely on 
single acceleration value. These are the real time values for every vehicle travelling in 
network. Every vehicle has acceleration and deceleration values. Maximum acceleration 
is the value which is used when vehicle is traveling on steep areas. Similarly the maxi-
mum deceleration is value for every positive and negative slope. 

Desired speed is also one important parameter which is observed during simulation. It is 
important when the simulation is done at street level and every vehicle can be assigned 
the particular speed which they follow throughout their travel time. If other vehicle is 
network is stopping driver, the speed will be still as described for vehicle but with small 
oscillations. 

One of the important features of PTV Vissim is Driving behavior which can be defined 
for each link. Based on traffic link, they can be categorized as pedestrian lane, highway 
lane, city grid and bike lane. Driving behavior impacts on pedestrians in the network 
and can be adjusted according to traffic congestion in network. There are four state of 
driving which are free driving, following, approaching and braking. 

In free driving state, driver is moving on the defined lane and following the speed limit 
defined for the vehicle. In following approach, driver follows the vehicle in front of it 
but keeping safe distance from it. In approaching technique, driver adjusts the vehicle 
speed to slow down the vehicles in front and keeping safe distance. While in braking, 
the deceleration is done when safety distance is low. 

3.8 Road Accidents in previous years 

According to [33] the data shows that so far in 2017, the total accidents are 871 till Au-
gust, while it was 1285 in 2015 and 1410 in 2016. This stats show how important is it to 
have smart and intelligent transport design so that the emergency vehicles can reach the 
accident sight in time. The average response time is 10.35 to 12 minutes [33] 

Below is the data for the accidents happened from year 2013 to 2017. 
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Figure 18: Traffic accident data for pirkanmaa [33] 

Data in [33] shows that it take approximately 10 minutes for EV to reach at the sight of 
accident. This time can be further improved by implementing smart preemption tech-
nique and designing intelligent traffic signals for vehicles. 
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4 IMPLEMENTATION  

This chapter focuses on implementation phase used for problem solving. PTV Vissim is 
used to build intersection models, geometries and structures of network. VisVap tool is 
used to build fixed time and variable time traffic signals which are compatible with EV. 

4.1 Building Intersection Model 

PTV Vissim is useful tool in constructing traffic models. Links define the streets and 
connectors define the intersection on the model. There are built in maps through which 
the working area can be selected and worked on. Speed limit is defined for each link 
after that, the signal heads are created with detectors on the road.  The types of the sig-
nal heads can be defined while detectors help in recording the vehicle approaching. 
Then vehicle inputs and their types are defined on particular.  

The working environment of Vissim looks as below. 

 

Figure 19: PTV Vissim working Environment 

Several points are defined on the route like start point from which the traffic starts and 
spreads in the whole network till end point. Then there are two hospitals and emergency 
centre from which EV start and reach the hospitals. The main focus is calculating travel 
time, vehicle congestion, and Queue counters during traffic. There are two types of sig-
nals which are used in whole network. One is fixed time which is used for all traffic and 
other is variable type which is used for Emergency Vehicles. 
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The following figure shows the model built in Vissim 

 

Figure 20: Model built in Vissim 

The gray line represents roads for traffic flow in the network and other points are for 
result collection for traffic and EV flow in network. 

4.2 Tool for Traffic signals 

There is another tool which is used to develop the traffic signals for Emergency Vehi-
cles like ambulance, police van, fire trucks etc. Normal traffic signal cannot be used for 
EV because it does not synchronize with EV. So this tool is really helpful in creating 
signal. 

Simple technique is used in creating algorithm for EV preemption signal. The detectors 
are placed besides the traffic signals and whenever detector detects EV, green light is 
requested unless vehicle passes through the intersection. As soon as EV is at safe dis-
tance the traffic lights are immediately changed for normal traffic. So there is no delay 
and waiting time for normal vehicles and  

The algorithm is written in VisVap and is modeled in Vissim. VisVap is easily usable 
tool for defining program logic for VAP (vehicle actuated programming) signal. During 
running of PTV Vissim, VAP interprets the logic commands and creates signal control 
commands for PTV Vissim. The control logic for VAP is described in text file (.VAP) 
using simple programming language. The signal data for VAP (.PUA) can be exported 
from Vissig or can be written in txt file. 

The signal head is designed so that the EV has to stop for 2 seconds at the busy intersec-
tion till it gets green light. While currently, it takes more than 6 seconds to give EV 
green light during its journey through busy intersections. 
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Figure 21: Flowchart in VisVap for EV preemption 

The traffic signals are placed on different routes for Emergency Vehicles and for normal 
traffic. Their position, lane number and type can be observed as below.  

 

Figure 22: Different traffic signals in network 
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4.3 Vehicles in Network 

There are number of vehicles which can be included in network. By default there is bus, 
car, tram, bicycle, motorcycle and pedestrian. We can select the type and their volume 
on any link in network. But for Emergency vehicles, the models need to be imported in 
working directory and then they need to be defined like what type of vehicle it is and 
then they are assigned some value like in this case 630 was assigned for all the emer-
gency vehicles in this network. All the vehicles can be recorded along with their posi-
tion, type, speed and acceleration. In this thesis, we defined two classes of vehicles one 
is normal vehicles which are already there by default and second class is emergency 
vehicles which is imported and then defined. The volume of the vehicles can be selected 
on particular link so that the vehicles can flow there for result analysis. 

 

Figure 23: Vehicles in Network 

4.4 Various other parameters 

There are many other important parameters which are helpful in measuring the travel 
time of EV. This includes vehicles travel time, their delay times which mean for how 
much time the vehicle stayed at signal. Queue counter which helps in determining the 
number of vehicles ahead of Emergency Vehicles at signal. It also gives information 
about the number of vehicles which have passed through the particular link. 
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5 RESULTS 

Deigned algorithm was tested and Conclusion is made after simulation model was test-
ed several times. Emergency vehicle was placed in a model and run through adaptive 
traffic signals, which prioritize it. Whenever EV approach the traffic signal, the duration 
of current phase was reduced and green light was given to pass through traffic. 

Different real time environments were created and results were collected in those real 
time situations. The main goal was to create real road conditions and get results.  

5.1 Input values 

There are many input parameters which are required to get results. The following values 
and parameters are used in result collection. 

No Input parameter name values 

1 Vehicle input (peak hours) 1900 vehicles/ hour 

2 Vehicle input ( off peak hours) 1200 vehicles/ hour 

3 Vehicle class Normal or Emergency 

4 Number of pedestrians 150/ hour 

5  Traffic Signal type Fixed or Variable 

6 Desired speed of vehicles 50km/h for EV 

Default for others 

Table 3 input values 

5.2  Results for Travel Time 

So the emergency vehicles were imported in network to find out the average travel time 
in congestion intersection.  The simulation was run for 20 minutes with 5 minutes inter-
val to record data. First, EV was tested without variable signal control which gives pri-
ority to EV and travel time values were recorded. The average time of travel came out 
to be 139.91 seconds.  
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Then preemption algorithm was implemented and analyzed to calculate average travel 
time. The value calculated was 131.10 seconds which was 8.81 seconds less than the 
normal one. So implementing preemption algorithm, Emergency vehicles could reach 
their final destination 8.81 seconds faster. As there were 4 traffic signals on that route, 
so it means there is improvement of 2 second per traffic signal using variable type sig-
nal controller. 

 

Figure 24: Travel Time for EV 

5.2.1 Result for Total Emergency Vehicles in Network 

The result in 5.2 was about total travel time of EV in network. In this case, the routes 
were defined and detectors were placed on the roads to analyze the number of Emergen-
cy Vehicles passing through that particular route. As in one hour, there are many num-
bers of Emergency Vehicles which gets call for operation. So this environment was cre-
ated to record number of Emergency Vehicles in an hour and their travel time. 
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Figure 25: EV in Network and their travel time 

In Figure, the horizontal axis represents the total vehicles involved in operation on dif-
ferent routes in network and vertical axis represents their travel time. The algorithm was 
implemented to traffic signals for preemption and results were recorded. 

The next environment was to record the normal traffic passing through different routes 
using fixed time signals. In Figure 26, the travel time of vehicles were calculated, ana-
lyzed and compared with Emergency Vehicles. It was observed that EV travel time was 
less as compared to normal traffic. And it solved the traffic congestion problem. 

 

Figure 26: Travel Time of Normal Traffic Vs EV 
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5.3 Results for Vehicles speed in Network 

When network is modeled, it is possible to measure speed, desired speed, acceleration, 
position and speed difference of vehicles in network.  There are many types of vehicles 
in the network which consist of cars, buses, motorcycles, emergency vehicles and pe-
destrians. This data helped in determining traffic congestion, peak and off peak traffic 
and vehicle behavior in rush hours. If EV has to pass through some intersection, it is 
possible to get information of the traffic ahead using this algorithm with GPS controlled 
preemption. 

In Figure 27, results were recorded. The simulation was run for 20 minutes with 5 
minutes time interval to get as much data as possible for observation. The result values 
of different vehicles in network were recorded and analyzed. The traffic was operated 
with both fixed and algorithm controlled traffic signals. 

 

Figure 27: Speed with other parameters of vehicle in network 

Several data collection points were placed on different lanes in network. They record 
values for vehicles passed, their average speed and time of travel. This result was real 
time implementation for determining the speed of EV while passing through high vol-
ume traffic. The speed of Emergency Vehicles varies according to different traffic con-
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ditions. When traffic volume is high on the road, speed decreases. And when vehicle is 
at low volume traffic lane, the speed increases and hence travel time decreases. 

Figure 28 shows results for different vehicle types in network and their speed which are 
good. Horizontal axis has information about the types of vehicles and vertical axis rep-
resents time in seconds. 

 

 

Figure 28: Vehicles type Vs Speed 

5.4 Results for Average Stop Time 

Besides other parameters, it was important to know how long emergency vehicle has to 
wait at intersection for passage. Average stop time recorded on intersection was 3.88 
seconds and average stop time using adaptive control signalized intersection was around 
1.1 seconds. This was a very good result for stop time because less stop means im-
provement in reaching destination point more quick. 

The simulation run time was 30 minutes and results were recorded and analyzed. Vehi-
cle performance contains many elements which could be observed during simulation. In 
Figure 28, the information was recorded for each vehicle class in network like cars, bus-
es, heavy vehicles, pedestrians, motorcycles and emergency vehicles. The average val-
ues were recorded for all vehicles and emergency vehicles. 
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Figure 29: Vehicle Network performance Results 

With the help of signalized intersection, the average stop time of EV was cut in to half. 
As this stop time was calculated for two routes (starting point to hospital and emergency 
center to hospital) having high volume traffic at intersection. So implementing the sig-
nalized intersection on whole network could reduce waiting time greatly on whole. The 
figure below represents the data recorded for stop time. 

 

Figure 30: Average stop time graph 
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5.5 Results for Delay stop 

Delay stop is defined as the delay time due to obstacles like several traffic signals, acci-
dent sight, construction or any other circumstances. This is the most challenging envi-
ronment for Emergency Vehicles in real time situation when it has to deal with obsta-
cles to reach at sight of emergency. The values of delay stop vary in traffic peak hours. 
The more efficient signals, the less will be delay and vice versa. It is calculated by sub-
tracting ideal time from actual travel time. 

EV takes around 2.3-3 seconds in delay stops due to variable (algorithm controlled) 
signal head and the normal traffic takes 5-13 seconds at delay stop. The traffic lights 
switch to green for Emergency Vehicles and after 2.3 seconds, they switch back to nor-
mal for other traffic. This test was conducted at two high volume sights and data was 
recorded. There were both fixed and variable (algorithm controlled) traffic signals. 

 

 
Figure 31: Delay stop data comparison 

5.6 Results for safe Distance 

When vehicles are in high volume traffic, they keep a safe distance from the vehicle 
ahead to avoid any accident. In this experiment, the volume of the vehicles was in-
creased on the lanes to analyze the safe distance vehicles keep to avoid congestion. Both 
fixed and variable traffic signals were used in this experiment and results were good. 
The traffic moved smoothly without any congestion and accident. 

In Figure 31, the result can be observed. The distance from the vehicle ahead is in me-
ters and on horizontal axis, there are vehicle types which were recorded during experi-
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ment. This result shows that by implementing variable type traffic control signal, the 
distances between the vehicles on the roads can be made safe to avoid accidents. 

 

 

 

Figure 32: Safe distance from vehicle ahead 

 

5.7 Results for Queue time 

The last experiment was to calculate the Queue time when the vehicles stop at traffic 
signals and are in queue. Detectors were placed at the traffic signals to record the data 
for Queue, their length and time. It helped EV to decide their travel routes. If there is 
too much traffic on the road, it could be avoided and alternate route could be selected to 
avoid congestion.  PTV Vissim has options to define road conditions so that the envi-
ronment to be created is more real time and results are more accurate. 

When vehicle starts moving, the queue value becomes zero and as soon as vehicles stop 
at traffic signal and queue is formed, the values are recorded.  The results were recorded 
in Figure 33 and their analysis shows that the queue time information can be extracted 
using this approach. Queue time data collection can help the driver to select its path to 
avoid heavy traffic and using GPS based preemption method, which was selected as the 
most efficient method EV can perform really well in congestion situations. 
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Figure 33: vehicles vs. Queue time 
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6 DISCUSSION 

The aim of thesis is accomplished and the tools which were created for preemption 
problem work perfectly in preemption of EV in traffic situations. The traffic congestion 
problem at intersection is solved and produced results are good. Variable signal control-
ler succeeded to find a solution for Emergency Vehicles and priority to EV is obtained 
in every experiment performed. 

Many tools were under consideration when starting this thesis. But PTV Vissim is se-
lected due to its functionality and availability. It was very difficult to find the trial ver-
sion of this software because the student version has limited functionality and it does 
not offer modules which were required in thesis. After couple of emails and wait finally 
the student license was granted for one year to work on. Another reason for selecting 
this software is built in functions and libraries which are easy to use and implement. It 
solved most of the issues related to thesis like Queue time calculation, traffic at intersec-
tion, vehicles in network and their travel time. These features of Vissim were really 
helpful in performing different experiments and collecting results. 

There are many statically information which were not available in Google or any other 
search engines. So the interior ministry was contacted and it was so kind of them for 
providing all the relevant information needed for this thesis. Like accidents data for the 
past couple of years, number of operations carried out in emergency situations, number 
of Emergency Vehicles dispatched for help. All these stats helped in using input for 
creating experiment scenario in thesis for result collection. 

This tool can be used for preemption purposes and can be extended further but the main 
problem maybe the fact that user has to build the algorithm in VisVap and it requires 
some basic knowledge of logic implementation and program interface. Secondly Vissim 
itself requires deeper knowledge of link creation, intersection construction, signals con-
trollers, vehicle input data and many other parameters. Before using this tool, it is high-
ly recommended to give at least good couple of days in understanding basic modules 
then start constructing model. The main advantage is that the results can be saved as 
text file which can be imported to excel for data generation and graph construction. It 
can be import and export to many compatible formats which can be used in many other 
types of software. 

Overall the tools created are successful. They provide a comprehensive solution for traf-
fic congestion problem and this work has many potential opportunities for further ex-
tension and research. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

Preemption techniques for emergency vehicles in high volume traffic were examined 
and it was found out that there is no tool for designing traffic signal controller for EV 
preemption at intersection. All the tools are available for best preemption techniques, 
methods and technologies. So the environment for Emergency Vehicles has to be simu-
lated providing real time traffic conditions. 

To solve the preemption problem, a tool for variable traffic controller was designed.  
This tool helped EV to pass through the traffic using preemption technique. Before cre-
ating tool, the main issue was selecting a suitable preemption technique compatible with 
tool designing. Different methods were reviewed to solve this problem using literature. 

The best preemption method selection problem was solved using GSP based preemption 
technique. The solution selected has various characteristics which were compared with 
other available methods like price to implement, external interference, capacity, work-
ing range etc. 

Now the next step was to create the tool for implementing this preemption technique. So 
this problem was solved using PTV VISSIM. There were different modules in Vissim 
which have their own functionality. For preemption of Emergency Vehicles, VISVAP 
module was utilized.  Vissim already has built in function (fixed time) for normal traffic 
control but it lacks the function which can be used as preemption tool. So algorithm was 
designed in VISVAP and implemented using Vissim. This algorithm utilizes detectors 
at signals and when EV is detected in these detectors the traffic light priority is given to 
EV. And as soon as EV reaches at safe distance, traffic lights return to normal schedule. 

Through simulation, it is proven that travel time of Emergency vehicle in traffic be-
comes shorter using optimized traffic signals. The results of simulation can be saved as 
text file and can be imported to excel for plotting and observing results.  The tool was 
tested providing different road and environment conditions and results were collected. 
The average travel time of Emergency Vehicle is improved up to 2 seconds/ traffic sig-
nal using optimized traffic signals. Furthermore results were collected for total travel 
time, queue length and queue counter, speed and acceleration of vehicles in network, 
delay and stop time of vehicles. The tool was tested for challenging environment like 
peak road traffic, congestion at intersection and it succeeded in finding the solution for 
EV preemption. 
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There is plenty of space for future work in this project. The tool can be converted to 
java or C++ to implement it to another module which might be compatible to many oth-
er traffic controlled software. As this tool is developed using maps and locations of 
Tampere region, so it can be distributed to Tampere traffic city as proposed solution for 
traffic congestion at intersection. The algorithm can be further improved for more effi-
cient working of Emergency Vehicles in high traffic volumes. As it is very difficult to 
find the module in PTV VISSIM so some other working environment can be selected 
with same implementation conditions. 

This thesis solves the problem of selecting appropriate preemption technique and de-
signing algorithm for preemption of EV in high traffic volumes. Tool was created for 
optimized traffic signal controller and also leaving plenty of opportunities for future 
work. 
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